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The optical properties encoded in the distance modulus are studied along curves exhibiting local rotational
symmetry for a class of topologically closed inhomogeneous cosmological models whose mass content is
discretized and modeled through Schwarzschild-like black holes arranged on a 3-sphere. The calculations
are based on the Sachs formalism. It is shown that these models may challenge the current concordance
model in its use of the distance modulus data of type Ia supernovae, given that our models do not violate any
energy condition. It is proved that this result relies only on the symmetry properties considered, and not on
the way in which the mass is discretized. The models with different number of sources are then compared
among themselves and with a closed Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker model with the same total mass
content introducing a compactness parameter. The analysis shows that observational backreaction occurs in
this model because increasing the number of sources the optical properties of a universe with a continuous
matter distribution are not recovered. Our models are shown to exhibit a non-trivial relationship between
kinematical, dynamical and observational backreactions, the kinematical one being absent while the latter
two are present. In our models, the electric part of the Weyl tensor contributes to the luminosity distance by
affecting the evolution of the scale factor, while the magnetic part has a more indirect role by only affecting
the evolution of the electric part.
I. INTRODUCTION
The presence of astronomical structures has been largely ignored in the modeling of the large-scale evolution of the
Universe for two reasons: the cosmological principle and the non-linearity of the Einstein equations. The former was
proposed with a physical motivation stating that the observer performing the measurements does not occupy a preferred
position in space, implying consequently that the real Universe is homogeneous and isotropic on large enough scales; the
latter instead represents a mathematical technical challenge: analytical solutions of the gravitational field equations can be
obtained only by assuming simplifications and/or imposing some symmetries to the problem from the start because they
constitute a system of coupled non-linear partial differential equations.
When we try to account for the role of small-scale inhomogeneities, the core of the task is the explicit evaluation of the
backreaction of such lack of homogeneity: this term quantifies the deviation of the large-scale evolution of an inhomogeneous
Universe and a homogeneous one with the same total matter content. Cosmological backreaction is classified into kinematical,
dynamical and observational backreaction, where the first concerns the initial data in the Cauchy formulation of General
Relativity and requires only knowledge of the solution of the constraint part of the field equations; the second refers to the
different possible time evolutions of the systems, while the third is connected to the observational quantities that astrophysical
missions can actually measure [1]. The literature does not provide any general theorem relating the amount of one of them
to the amount of the others, and thus they must be evaluated explicitly for each system under examination. Moreover, the
absence of one of the aforementioned kind of backreaction does not guarantee the vanishing of the others [2].
Among the many possible frameworks for describing the local inhomogeneous nature of the Universe we live in, one route
consists in considering a regular lattice of black holes arranged on a 3-sphere [3–12]. The main numerical and analytical
achievements obtained within this class of models in relativistic cosmology have been recently reviewed in [13]. In fact, this
choice exhibits many positive features: even if truly locally inhomogeneous, the system approaches homogeneity when
coarse-grained on larger scales, as the physical Universe does; furthermore, the regularity of the lattice comes with a number
of the mathematical symmetries, like the Local Rotational Symmetry (LRS) along specific networks of curves and the reflection
symmetry of some surfaces, which permit to restrict the number of nonzero kinematical and curvature variables all along the
time evolution of the system. Moreover, the time-reversal symmetry arising in a closed model has been used for obtaining
exact initial data. Thus, this family of models falls inside the usual line of thinking adopted so far in theoretical cosmology
which requires the reduction of the group of symmetry step by step. The kinematical and dynamical backreactions (the latter
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2one along some specific curves in which the Einstein equations can be exactly integrated) have been already discussed in
the previously cited references which have compared and contrasted the discrete models we will study in this paper to a
homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker model with closed topology and the same total matter
content pictured as a smooth dust fluid. The analysis of the initial data points toward the absence of kinematical backreaction
when the number of the masses (Schwarzschild-like black holes) entering the configuration is increased, while, on the other
hand, the time evolution of the discrete and fluid models is completely different. In particular, the lattice model suggests
that a negative deceleration parameter may be possible without violating the energy conditions, i.e. without requiring the
presence of any exotic fluid permeating the Universe, the dark and phantom energies being examples. This particular case
explicitly confirms what we already stated: even having information about one kind of backreaction we can not infer the latter
without explicitly computing it. In particular, two cosmological models governed by analogous dynamical equations do not
necessarily have analogous observational relations: the detailed analysis of the observational backreaction for the black-hole
lattice model is then in order.
In this report we quantify the observational backreaction in a family of inhomogeneous cosmological models based
on regular discrete black hole lattices providing another fundamental characterization of those models. This not only
complements but also improves on previous studies for at least two other reasons. The first is that this analysis is not affected
by the presence of the caustics (a non-physical singularity in the coordinate system) which played an important role in the
quantification of the dynamical backreaction in [4]. The second is that in the current concordance model of cosmology, the
ΛCDM model (Λ-Cold-Dark-Matter model), the trajectories of the motion of photons are affected by an averaged spacetime
curvature which is the same at all spatial points. This is in contrast to the real Universe where instead the motion of the light is
affected by the true curvature which depends on the actual presence or absence of mass densities (generated by astronomical
objects like galaxies, clusters of galaxies, gas clouds) along the line of sight [14]. This latter case occurs in the inhomogeneous
cosmological models like the one we will adopt in what follows. Intuitively, although accounting for the role of astronomical
structures does not completely solve the dark energy problem, it is conceivable that it will at least bring a correction to the
amount of dark energy needed to account for the available astrophysical datasets, as already pointed out in [15]. This kind of
numerical corrections to the values for the cosmological energy parameters can not be ignored nowadays because of the
remarkable improvements in the cosmological measurements (see however [16] for a critical evaluation of the supernova
data).
The trajectories of photons encode information about the observational quantities of a given cosmological model through
the luminosity distance equation. In a previous work [17] the propagation of the light beams was studied in a black-hole lattice
model assumed to represent an inhomogeneous Universe. They approximated the light rays at cosmological distances as
geodesics in a Schwarzschild background nearby each mass and then matched the geodesics at the cell boundaries. Now we
will consider a different and improved approach using the lattice cosmology model: we will follow the light beam along edges
(which are LRS curves) of cells in those configurations which admit contiguous edges between neighboring cells [4]. Thanks
to our formalism we will draw conclusions about the properties of the full spacetime without the need of any approximation
because symmetric subspaces are totally geodesic and consequently a geodesic along an edge is also a geodesic of the full
manifold [18]. In particular, we will show that the optical properties of those configurations depend on the local rotational
symmetry of the curves along which the photons are moving, but not on the distribution of the massive sources inside the
different discrete configurations. This work extends our previous one [4] where we focused our attention only on the sign of
the deceleration parameter along the edge while here we consider the redshift as being more physically relevant in terms of
observational relations.
The present paper is organized as follows. After a review in Sect. II of the most important features of the inhomogeneous
discrete cosmological model we will adopt, we will derive the Sachs equations governing the luminosity distance. The
integration of these equations allows a comparison against the most recent type Ia supernova data collection in Sect. III. In
the same section we compare and contrast the luminosity distance in our models with other cosmological models discussed
in the current literature. In Sect. IV we investigate the limiting case of a universe with infinitesimally close mass sources by
exploiting the compactness parameter. Finally we comment our findings in Sect. V.
II. BLACK-HOLE LATTICES IN THE FRAMEWORKOF COSMOLOGICAL RELATIVISTICMODELING: A REVIEW
In this section we review the most relevant mathematical properties of the black hole lattice universes that will be needed in
the remaining part of our paper. For details the reader is referred to [3–6]. Since we are constructing a regular tessellation of
the 3-sphere in terms of Schwarzschild-like masses, only certain configurations admit an exact solution to the initial data
equations. They are constituted by 5, 8, 16, 24, 120, and 600 sources respectively, and they can be interpreted as the solutions
to the generalized Platonic problem of inscribing regular solids into a sphere, which can here be envisaged as living in an
imagined 4-dimensional environment [19]. These initial data have been obtained at the moment of maximum expansion of
the configuration of our closed model exploiting the time-reversal symmetry occurring there. Adopting spherical coordinates
3(t , χ, θ, φ) the solution reads
d s2 =ψ4(dχ2+ sin2χdθ2+ sin2χsin2θdφ2) , (1)
where the conformal factor
ψ =ψ(χ,θ,φ) = N∑
i=1
√
mi
fi (χ,θ,φ) (2)
depends on the values mi of the mass parameters
1 of the N sources, here taken to be all equal to each other, setting mi =m in
what follows. The dependence of conformal factor on the locations of the masses is specified by the functions fi (χ,θ,φ). As
an exemplification, in the 16-cell the sources are located at the centre of the cells whose positions in the coordinate system
w = cosχ, x = sinχcosθ, y = sinχsinθcosφ, z = sinχsinθ sinφ are given by all the permutations of (±1,±1,±1,±1). In such a
configuration the functions entering the conformal factor read as:
fi =√2(1± 1
2
cosχ± 1
2
sinχcosθ± 1
2
sinχsinθcosφ± 1
2
sinχsinθ sinφ) , i = 1, ...,16, (3)
where all the possible sign combinations must be considered. Moreover, the mass parameter m entering the conformal factor
is related to the proper mass of the source mp which takes into account the energy of the gravitational field of all the other
sources of the configuration according to the following conversion factors [3, 20]
mp
m
= 0.20, mp
m
= 0.11, mp
m
= 0.045 (4)
mp
m
= 0.029, mp
m
= 0.0052, mp
m
= 0.0010
for the configurations with 5, 8, 16, 24, 120, and 600 masses respectively. The dynamical equations governing the evolution of
the LRS curves of our lattices (examples of which are the edges of the cells, the diagonals of the cells and the curves connecting
two masses and passing through the centre of a cell face) can be fully written in terms of four quantities, the rate of expansion,
one component of the shear tensor, one component of the electric Weyl tensor and one spatial derivative component of the
magnetic Weyl tensor. We stress the fact that no matter field is present in our models, and that the cosmological constant is
set to zero as well. Our black hole configurations can be divided into two subclasses: the ones admitting contiguous edges
(like the ones with 16, 24 and 600 masses) and the ones with non-contiguous edges (the remaining ones with 5, 8 and 120
masses) between two adjacent cells. The meaning of contiguous edge configuration is that the edge of a cell is superposed to
the edge of a neighboring cell when prolonged in such a way that they constitute a smooth continuous curve at the cell corner
which plays the role of a matching point. Moreover, only in the contiguous-edge configurations the local rotational symmetry
is a symmetry of the full lattice, while in the other previous mentioned cases it has only the range of a cell (see Table 3 in [5]).
Therefore, since the light beams emitted by the supernovae (on which the observational data considered in this paper are
based) are required to have crossed a suitable fraction of the Universe to allow a cosmological interpretation of the model, we
will restrict our attention to the configurations with contiguous edges.
We parametrize the edge curve with theχ coordinate and with the values of the coordinates θ andφ staying fixed. Neglecting
the role of the magnetic Weyl tensor, the solution for the metric in a synchronous reference frame can be given in a parametric
form as:
d s2 = −d t 2+S2(t ,χ)dχ2 , S(t ,χ) = a∣∣ψ2 (5)
a∣∣ = a∣∣02 (3−cosh2η−3η tanhη) (6)
t − t0 = 1√○E0 (η+ 12 sinh(2η)) , (7)
where a∣∣0 = a∣∣(η = 0) is the value of the scale factor at the moment of maximum expansion, t0 is a constant of integration
such that t = t0 on the time-symmetric initial hypersurface, and ○E is the value of the non-zero independent component
of the Weyl electric field with the subscript “0" signifying its value at t = t0. When the role of the magnetic Weyl tensor is
taken into account, a fifth order Taylor series expansion of its spatial derivatives entering the evolution equations [6] and a
1 Denoted “effective mass" in [3].
4numerical investigation of the evolution equations [9] have suggested that the value of the scale factor along the edge (6)
would be decreased by at most 1%. Finally we notice that a caustic appears in the synchronous frame when a∣∣ = 0 (see Eq. (6)),
that is at ηcau = 0.73. We will show explicitly in Sect. IV that the caustic does not affect our results because we can account
even for the most distant supernovae before reaching it.
III. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF THEDISCRETEUNIVERSES
A. The Sachs equations in the discrete inhomogeneousmodel
In this section we will introduce the Sachs equations governing the optical properties of a given cosmological model (see
e.g. [14, 21, 22]) using the ON (orthonormal) frame formalism [23]. We will focus on the case of light rays travelling along an
edge of the cells. The edges constitute symmetry curves with the smallest curvature, being the most distant of such curves
from the center of the cell which can be thought of as a center of gravity in these models.2 We specify the first two vectors
of the ON frame by assigning e0 = u where u is the observer four-velocity and letting e1 = n be a unit vector along the edge
(which is parametrized by the coordinate χ at fixed θ and φ). We then define the ray 4-vector by k = u +n. The remaining
frame vectors, e2 and e3, represent a spatial 2-space often referred to as the screen space [21]. The optical properties of a light
beam can be specified by the expansion θ and the shear which is a symmetric tracefree tensor σAB (A,B = 2,3) in the screen
space having the form [14, 21]
σ = (σAB) = (σ1 σ2σ2 −σ1) . (8)
The Sachs equations for the cross section of a light beam are given by [14, 21, 22, 24]
dθ
dλ
+θ2+2tr(σ2) = − 12 Rabkakb (9)
dσAB
dλ
+2θσAB =Cc{AB}d kc kd , (10)
where λ is the affine parameter along the null geodesics and Rab is the Ricci tensor and Cc{AB}d is the Weyl tensor with two
indices projected into a symmetric tracefree screen space index pair. For a general symmetric second rank tensor Sab , such a
projection is given by [25]
S{ab} = ( f(a c fb)d − 12 fab f cd)Scd (11)
where fab = gab +uaub −nanb is the screen space metric in a 1+1+2 framework [25].
When we restrict ourselves to the explicit case of the edge of a cell, the simplifications we should implement are:
• Rab = 0 ; the edge being in vacuum
• Along the edge, the Weyl tensor has only the single nonzero component ○E = Eabnanb [6]
where Eab is the gravito-electric part of the Weyl tensor. In general, Eab has the three linearly independent parts
○E , †E a and
‡Eab = E{ab} in the notation of [6]. The form of the righthand side of Eq. (10) for a given gravito-electric tensor is
Cc{AB}d kc kd = 2E{AB} . (12)
Already at this point we can observe some differences between our model and the concordance model of cosmology in which
the Ricci tensor is nonzero and depends on the energy density and pressure of the fluid permeating the Universe and in which
the Weyl tensor plays no role, the Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker metric being conformally flat. Thanks to the above
simplifications, the Sachs equations (10) reduce to
dσAB
dλ
+2θσAB = 0. (13)
2 Note however that the cell centers do not represent physical points in the spacetime of a lattice model just as there is no physical center of gravity in a
spacetime with a single Schwarzschild source.
5Imposing then the initial condition (σAB)in = 0 we obtain σAB = 0 for the evolution of the shear components, as expected from
the LRS property of the edge. Thus, the only non-trivial Sachs equation we must integrate reduces to
dθ
dλ
+θ2 = 0 (14)
with the initial condition θin→∞. The solution is then given by
θ = c
λ
, (15)
where c is an integration constant. Introducing the proper beam area A through the relation
d A
dλ
= 2θA , (16)
the only non trivial Sachs equation is reduced to
d 2
√
A
dλ2
= 0, (17)
which shows that the proper beam diameter dA is a linear function of the affine parameter along the null geodesics:
dA = k1λ+k2 , (18)
where k1 and k2 are constants of integration. To obtain a meaningful observational relation we need now to relate the affine
parameter λ (a measure of the distance, naively speaking) to the redshift z by integrating the null geodesic equations. To
reach this goal we start by introducing the redshift [14, 21]:
1+ z = −(ui k i )S(ui k i )0 , (19)
where O denotes observer and S source, and where we can choose as initial condition (ui k i )0 =−1 without loss of generality;
thus
1+ z = d t
dλ
. (20)
The system of geodesic equations in the metric (5) valid along an edge is given by
d 2t
dλ2
+SS˙(dχ
dλ
)2 = 0 (21)
d 2χ
dλ2
+2 S˙
S
d t
dλ
dχ
dλ
+ S′
S
(dχ
dλ
)2 = 0 (22)
where a dot denotes a derivative with respect to the coordinate time t , and a prime with respect to the angular coordinate χ.
For the case we are interested in we must also implement the null condition d s2 = 0. With a few algebraic manipulations it is
possible to show that the two independent equations can be cast as
d 2t
dλ2
+ S˙
S
( d t
dλ
)2 = 0 (23)
d t
dλ
= S dχ
dλ
, (24)
where the explicit geodesic equation for χ is redundant.
For comparing the Sachs equations to the astrophysical data we must relate the affine parameter λ to the redshift z. For the
numerical treatment and the analysis of the observational relations, the geodesic equations should be handled as follows. We
6move to a first order system of ordinary differential equations implementing the definition of the redshift (20):
d t
dλ
= 1+ z
d z
dλ
= −θ11(t , χ)(1+ z)2 (25)
dχ
dλ
= P(t , χ)(1+ z) ,
where θ11(t , χ) = (lna∣∣),t = H∣∣ has been introduced in eq. (4.12) of [4], while P(t , χ) = 1S(t ,χ) drives the redshift drift as seen
by dividing side by side the second and the third equation. We can note that only the parallel component of the Hubble
function to the edge enters the equation, as expected since only the projection along the line of sight should contribute to the
redshift. By dividing side by side the second and first equation of the previous system, using the definition for H∣∣ and (6) we
get
a∣∣ = a∣∣02 (3−cosh2η−3η tanhη) = 11+ z . (26)
There is a good physical argument for this result. In fact, by definition the redshift depends on the change in the photon’s
wavelength, which is in turn directly related to a change in the frequency or equivalently the period (through the constant
velocity of the light wave); since the period depends on the distance between wave crests and the velocity of the wave, it
is proportional to the length scale, i.e. a∣∣, along the line of sight. So the redshift can only depend on a∣∣. We also find an
analytical parametric relation between the affine parameter λ and the redshift z in terms of the conformal time η by means of
(6) and (7), and considering t = t(λ(η)) in the first eq. of (25). We get
λ = a∣∣0√(○E)0 [98η− 34ηcosh(2η)+ 78 sinh(2η)− 132 sinh(4η)] . (27)
Applying Etherington’s theorem [26] we move from the area distance (18) to the luminosity distance:
dL = (1+ z)2dA , (28)
and finally to the distance modulus, which is defined as [14]
µ0 = 5log10 dLd MilneL , (29)
where the luminosity distance for the Milne Universe is given by
dL = z (1+ z
2
) . (30)
Normalizing the affine parameter (since it is not a measurable quantity we can rescale and shift it) by fixing the constants
λ1 and λ2 in such a way that λz=0 = 0 and (dλd z )z=0 = 1, which in particular eliminates the dependence on the electric Weyl
tensor, inverting (20) for η as a function of z, and plugging it into (27), and then into the distance modulus (28)-(29), we
get an expression that depends on the physical quantity z and on the only left free parameter a∣∣0. This latter quantity will
be estimated by comparing our model with the observational data. We stress that we will get the same result for the fitting
procedure for all the black holes configurations under investigation because it depends only on the LRS symmetry of the
edges and not on the mass distribution. Therefore, the electric Weyl field contributes to the luminosity distance through a∣∣,
and the magnetic Weyl field indirectly by affecting the evolution of the former.
B. Numerical analysis
From now on a numerical treatment of our equations is required. For estimating the best fit value of the scale factor at the
moment of maximum expansion we must test the theoretical expected value of the distance modulus
µ = µ0+mb (31)
7a∣∣0 χ2/d.o.f.
1.2 3.85013
1.3 2.08722
1.4 1.58911
1.5 1.44208
1.6 1.41232
1.7 1.42453
1.8 1.45116
1.9 1.48138
TABLE I: This table is a summary of the results of the optimization procedure for the χ2 with respect to the value of the scale factor at the
moment of maximum expansion a∣∣0. The abbreviation “d.o.f” represents the number of degrees of freedom, i.e. the number 1048 of the
available data points.
against the latest pantheon datasets obtained from the study of the type Ia supernovae [27, 28]. Numerically mb = 25+X ,
where the value of X is the absolute peak luminosity of a type Ia supernova which appears to be about −1 for the dataset
considered here. Since all the cosmologically meaningful curves µ =µ(z) must fulfill µ(0) = 0, we can fix the value of mb by
requiring that the average value for µ(z) in the low-redshift regime should be small. A quantitative and model-independent
procedure due by Goliath et al. [29] removes the dependence of the physical quantities characterizing the supernovae on the
absolute magnitude of the supernovae sources since it is a factor of uncertainty. The procedure reads:
mb =
n∑
i=1
∆
σ2i
n∑
i=1
1
σ2i
, ∆ =µmeasured−µ0expected , (32)
where σi is the uncertainty in the measured quantities. For the best fit value (see next paragraph) of a∣∣0 = 1.6 we obtain
mb = 24 in agreement with our previous statement. For estimating the best fit value for the free parameter a∣∣0 in our model
we minimize the quantity
χ2 = n∑
i=1
(µmeasured−µexpected)2
σ2i
. (33)
The results of this procedure are displayed in Table I where “d.o.f.” stands for the number of degrees of freedom, i.e. the
number of available data points, which is 1048 for the pantheon dataset. Since the minimum value of χ2 is O(0) with the
number of the degrees of freedom given by the number of measured data points, our model turns out to be a realistic picture
of the real Universe as far as the type Ia supernova data are considered. See also Fig. 1 where a graphical summary of the
comparison between our model and the data points is given; in the figure, µ has been computed from eqs. (29) and (31)
with the choices, for graphical convenience, of a∣∣0 = 1.1, a∣∣0 = 1.3, a∣∣0 = 1.6 (best fitting case), a∣∣0 = 2.3, and a∣∣0 = 3.0; the
latter two cases result are almost superposed on each other. For the sake of clarity in this figure we have decided just to
exhibit the binned data points taken from [30] which have been obtained using the so-called “BEAMS with Bias Corrections
Core-Collapse" (BBC in short) method [31]. We also note that the present time value of the scale factor is the same for all
configurations as we refer to it as a function of η from (20) which will correspond to z = 0. In particular we can compute
ηnow = 0.44 < ηcau = 0.73 (see Sect. II) which confirms that our present analysis, contrary to the one in [4], is not affected by the
occurrence of a caustic in the evolution of the spacetime. However the estimated physical time would be different for each
configuration and different for each point along the edge due to the effects of the electric Weyl tensor in (7) and it can be
determined only up to the constant t0 due to the gauge invariance of general relativity.
Our model can be further compared with other cosmological models currently adopted by the community comparing and
contrasting the luminosity distances they are characterized by. The luminosity distance for our model has been derived in the
previous paragraph, while for the other relevant cases the literature provides (consider eq. [32, Eq. (15.3.24)]) :
• Einstein-De Sitter model [33] (see also [34, Eq. (17)]):
H0dL(z) = 2(1+ z −√1+ z) (34)
8-1.0
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0.0
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0.4
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
μ
z
FIG. 1: This figure is a comparison between our model, for some values of a∣∣0, and the data points of the distance modulus µ vs. redshift
taken from [27, 28]. The µ values are computed from eqs (29) and (31) given here for some values, from bottom to top, a∣∣0 = 1.1 (yellow),
a∣∣0 = 1.3 (red), a∣∣0 = 1.6 (black, best fitting case), a∣∣0 = 2.3 (green), and a∣∣0 = 3.0 (purple); the latter two cases are almost superposed to
each other. For the sake of clarity in this figure we have decided just to exhibit the binned data points [30] obtained applying the so-called
“BEAMS with Bias Corrections Core-Collapse” (BBC in short) method [31].
• Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker model [14, 21] (see also [35, p.79]):
H0dL(z) = (1+ z)2 sin[∫ z
0
d s√
Ωm0(1+ s)3+Ωk0(1+ s)2+ΩΛ ] , (35)
which corresponds to the standard model of cosmology ΛCDM if we pick ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωk0 = −0.01 (which implies the
choice of the sine function which corresponds to a closed universe), andΩm0 = 0.3. We note that this choice for the
numerical values of the parameters delivers χ2/d.o.f. ∼ 3, which is higher than our best estimate for the discrete universe
(however this set of cosmological parameters have been estimated also in light of the cosmic microwave background
radiation, and of the baryon acoustic oscillations, and not only of the supernovae data).
• Empty-Beam Approximation (EBA) for an Einstein-de Sitter universe due to Zel’dovich [36] and Dyer-Roeder [37, 38]:
H0dL(z) = 2(1+ z)2
5
(1− 1(1+ z)5/2 ) . (36)
This EBA constitutes the closest approximation both to the luminosity distance that is obtained in a black hole lattice
when numerical methods are employed [10], and to the tidal effects on a light beam propagation due to gravitational
lensing when a stochastic Langevin approach is followed [39]. Furthermore, it is consistent with supernovae data as
well [40]. Eq. (36) is just a particular case of [37]:
H0dL(z) = (1+ z)2∫ z
0
d s(1+ s)3√1+2q0s (37)
when the deceleration parameter is set to be q0 = 12 . We recall that for a dust Friedman-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker
universe the deceleration parameter is related to the curvature and matter parametersΩk andΩm via q =Ωk + 32Ωm −1
[41]. Thus, explicitly this condition is equivalent toΩk0 = 32(1−Ωm0).
• Milne model [42]:
H0dL(z) = z (1+ z
2
) . (38)
In Fig. 2, the luminosity distance, obtained in our model for the best fit choice a∣∣0 = 1.6, is compared with the Einstein-de
90.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
z0
1
2
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6
H0 dL
FIG. 2: The figure is a comparison between the luminosity distances in the models, from bottom to top, the Einstein-De Sitter model
(yellow, eq. (34)), the particular case of the EBA given in eq. (36) (green), theΛCDM model (red, eq. (35)), our model with the best fit choice
a∣∣0 = 1.6 (black) and the Milne model (dashed, eq. (38)). The distance unit is the inverse cosmological constant H−10 . The aforementioned
EBA model is also considered the best approximation for describing the light propagation in a black hole lattice when numerical relativity
methods are employed [10].
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FIG. 3: The luminosity distance corresponding to our best fit black hole lattice model (black) is shown with the neighboring distances for
EBA cases from eq. (37) with the choices q0 = 0.05 (green) and q0 = 0.03 (red). The close similarity is noteworthy.
Sitter model, the ΛCDM model, the specific EBA model given in eq. (36), and the Milne model. For a clearer comparison
with the literature we display in Fig. 3 only the curves corresponding to our black hole lattice model, and two EBA cases
corresponding to eq. (37) with q0 = 0.05 and q0 = 0.03, respectively, which result almost superposed. This implies that the
closest approximation to our analytical treatment is provided by the EBAs, i.e. our analysis is in agreement with the numerical
treatment presented in [10] and with the stochastic description of a tidal gravitational lens effect on the trajectory of a light
beam [39]. In Fig. 4 we display a comparison between the above mentioned models and the binned data. Einstein-de Sitter
universe.
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FIG. 4: In this figure we compare our best fit lattice model (black curve) with the binned data. Curves for some other models are also shown
for comparison. From bottom to top, the green, yellow and red curves correspond respectively to the cases of Einstein-de Sitter, EBA as
given in eq. (36), andΛCDM.
One interpretation of the results shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is that our vacuum discrete cosmological model to some extent
mimics Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker models with dark energy. This conclusion depends on the optical properties
of the models when tested against the supernova data and we did already obtain a similar result in [4] when we computed the
deceleration parameter. A key point of these results is that they hold for a vacuum spacetime without violating any energy
condition and it can be interpreted as a direct consequence of using models which are both inhomogeneous and anisotropic
while still possessing an approximate global isotropy. This calls for a more careful interpretation of the Hubble diagram
because it suggests that dark energy may in truth be only an interpretative aspect of the current model of cosmology, and its
indirect evidence from the supernova data may not constitute a solid physical result as some authors have been pointing
out recently [16, 43, 44]. In fact, even before those observations it was argued that inhomogeneities along the line of sight
would affect the motion of the light rays coming from an astrophysical source [45]. Post-Newtonian simulations applied
to the cosmological modeling have shown as well that the amount of dark energy inferred from the Hubble diagram may
disagree with the one suggested by the Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker model due to approximations of the light
beams trajectories [46]. As a further result, the figures also show that observational backreaction is present in our model since
its optical properties are clearly not those of a dust dominated Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker Universe, and we
recall that dynamical backreaction is as well an important feature of black hole lattices [4], while kinematical backreaction is
negligible [3].
IV. THE LIMITING CASE OF INFINITESIMALLY CLOSE SOURCES
The numerical analysis and the fitting procedure discussed in the previous section do not rely on the particular mass
distribution considered, but only on the symmetry properties of the submanifold on which the light rays are assumed to
travel. For a better understanding of how the inhomogeneities affect the optical properties of our model we the dimensionless
compactness parameter
C = mp
l
∝ ρl 2 , (39)
where mp is the proper mass of each source, l is the length of a reference curve, being the edge in our case and ρ is the mass
density. We remark that in the second step of the previous equation we have only proportionality and not equality due to
different geometrical factors relating the mass to the density for the different configurations considered in this paper. In
general such a length is a function of the cosmic time t as displayed in [4, Figure 10], but here we consider it at its present
value, i.e. at redshift z = 0. Thus, for an edge aligned with the χ direction we can obtain
l =∫ χ2
χ1
√
gχχdχ = a∣∣0∫ χ2
χ1
ψ2(χ)dχ , (40)
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where χ1 and χ2 are the coordinates of the cell corners which constitute the edge endpoints, and a∣∣0 is the present value of
the scale factor which is the same for all our configurations. Numerically we get:
C16 = 1.74 ⋅10−4 , C24 = 7.13 ⋅10−5 , C600 = 3.56 ⋅10−8 . (41)
We can note that once the reference length is assumed to be evaluated at a specific moment, it does not matter at which
time we estimate the ratio between the compactness parameters. Observing that the compactness parameter is proportional
to the square of the scale factor, and from the relation above which confirms that the coarse-grained Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker limit corresponds to taking l → 0 (since the value of the compactness parameter is decreasing when the
number of mass sources is increasing) we understand that the continuous fluid limit [47] corresponds to taking a∣∣0→ 0 in the
distance modulus. Therefore, the discrete black hole lattice universe exhibits observational backreaction because the value
favored by the χ2 analysis is not a∣∣0→ 0.
V. CONCLUSION
The most widely adopted technique for addressing the formation of cosmological structures is perturbation theory applied
to a homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker spacetimne [48]. However, this framework comes
with a variety of problems ranging from the absence of a mechanism for the formation of primordial black holes, up to the
absence of a clear physical mechanism for exiting the early inflationary epochs of the universe [49]. In the light that the
Copernican principle at the core of the current cosmological modelling is nothing else than a philosophical requirement [50],
it has been argued that inhomogenous solutions of the Einstein equations may address these open problems [51]. On the
other hand, the cosmological principle is also challenged on large scales by the observations dealing with the number counts
which exhibit anisotropies on larger length scales than those of the cosmic microwave background [52]. Furthermore, also the
study of the energy jets emitted by quasars suggests the presence of anisotropies on cosmological scales which cannot be
accounted for within the standard model of cosmology [53–55]. Thus, a modification of the current cosmological paradigm
seems to be in order. Of course the newly proposed general relativistic metrics must fulfill also all the other observational
requirements, the luminosity distance of the supernova being one example. In this paper we have checked that black hole
lattices models can constitute a realistic picture of the universe with respect to this latter requirement exploiting the discrete
symmetries they admit. In particular, we have identified some totally geodesics submanifolds which has allowed us to trace
the light rays analytically. Interestingly, one improvement is that these models do not require the existence of mysterious and
undetected fluids as theΛCDM model does, as far as the supernova data interpretation is considered. These models differ
from the current cosmological framework for a number of reasons, as they are in vacuum with a vanishing Ricci tensor, but
they are affected by a non-zero spacetime shear and Weyl tensors, which make the reconstruction of their optical properties
a non-trivial problem that we have addressed in this paper. This work opens then the path for a full comparison of our
discrete cosmological model to all the relevant astrophysical datasets because their independence implies that they are
not all simultaneously fulfilled automatically, as for example pointed out for the inhomogeneous Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi
model [56]. From the mathematical perspective, one would like to understand whether general relations among kinematical,
dynamical and observational backreactions holding for any inhomogeneous solution exist because so far they must be
quantified explicitly case by case.
Furthermore, it is important to quantify and clarify the role of the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl curvature tensor
on the global evolution of these discrete universes. In our previous analysis we have shown that a non-zero second time
derivative of the scale factor (this behavior would be referred to as accelerating universe in the language of the standard
cosmological model) parallel to a LRS curve is possible thanks to the electric Weyl tensor even in a spacetime without any
kind of matter [5, 6]. The time evolution and the magnitude of the term triggering this acceleration then depends also on the
magnetic Weyl tensor [6]. In the current analysis we have obtained a similar result showing that the electric part of the Weyl
tensor affects directly the evolution of the redshift through the scale factor, while the magnetic tensor plays again only an
indirect role affecting the physical quantities only entering the time evolution of the electric Weyl tensor.
Thus, in this work we have shown that certain distributions of the spatial inhomogeneities within the universe can provide
a realistic magnitude for the Weyl curvature, that is, an evolution for the electric Weyl field which can account for the
supernovae dataset. In the context of inhomogeneous cosmology, to reconstruct an appropriate distribution of such spatial
inhomogeneities, which would be favored by astrophysical data, may be regarded as an analogous task comparable to
the reconstruction of the most realistic equation of state for the cosmic fluid in the framework of the Friedman-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker model. In this manner, following the line of thinking proposed in [57], we have argued that relaxing the
assumptions at the core of the Copernican principle it is possible to account for the supernovae dataset without the need of
invoking any exotic fluid permeating our Universe, showing also that the distance modulus computed for some cosmological
models with discretized matter content is not sensitive on how the masses are distributed within the configuration but only
on the local rotational symmetry we have assumed.
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